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YOUR FLOOR CAN DO MO.RE!

Take more.
Endure more. 
Withstand more.

NEW!

* According to works standard specification KRONOSPAN WN-103, www.floor-with-more.com.
** Tested germs: Staphylococcus aureus  

Spilled a drink? Knocked over the mop 
bucket? Has a flower pot leaked onto 
the floor? There’s no reason to panic: 
Floors featuring MO.RE! technology can 
withstand such mishaps. You can wipe 

MO.RE! technology is based on a new 
substrate formulation. This makes the 
floor significantly less prone to swelling 
and therefore more resistant to the effects 
of water than conventional laminate floors. 

How MO.RE! technology works

up the liquid in peace and don’t need to 
worry about whether your floor has been 
damaged. MO.RE! makes this possible!

MO.RE! reliability
ALTITUDE floors featuring MO.RE! technology offer you as much as 48 hours of splash-water protection.*

Antibacterial comfort
It goes without saying that keeping your floor as clean and bacteria-free as possible is important to you. The A.B.C. 
surface** does not provide a basis for bacteria to grow. With regular cleaning, you and your family can enjoy everyday life 
without any worries.

Pet proof
Thanks to their robust surface, MO.RE! technology and the antibacterial comfort, ALTITUDE floors are eminently suitable 
for households with pets.

8155 Appalachian Hickory
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*The guarantee is valid for domestic use according to the conditions of guarantee.     
**Tested germs: Staphylococcus aureus

Textures:

Vintage Hickory (VH)

Authentic Embossed 
Royal Oak (RO)

Authentic Embossed 

Historic Oak (HO)

Authentic Embossed 

ALTITUDE collection is certified with  
the Blue Angel ecolabel* – a recognised 
sign of dedication to protecting people and 
the environment.

* For further information: www.blauer-engel.de/en.

FEATURES GUIDE & TEXTURES

Your benefits at a glance.

5948 Renaissance Oak

GUARANTEE* 
All ALTITUDE floors are put through a series of 
rigorous tests in order to comply with international 
quality standards, which is why we grant an extensive 
residential warranty with every product.  

4-SIDED BEVELED EDGES
The planks have 4-sided beveled edges to ensure an 
authentic floorboard appearence.

A.B.C. ANTI BACTERIAL COMFORT**
Keeping your flooring as clean and free of bactria as 
possible is naturally a major concern. A.B.C. Anti 
Bacterial Comfort inhibits the growth of bacteria on your 
flooring and provides you with the peace-off-mind that 
comes from a healthy home environment.

AUTHENTIC EMBOSSED 
The high quality Authentic Embossed textures feature 
elegant contrasting and a thrilling multi-gloss effect 
that emphasises the depth of the structure with matt 
and gloss elements that reflect the light differently. The 
synchronous pores follow the grain of the decor, meaning 
they flawlessly mimic the character of natural wood.

MICROSCRATCH PROTECT 
This especially durable surface will protect your floors 
even better against microscratches which can occur 
through heavy use. With Microscratch Protect, your 
flooring will be well-protected against fine scratches 
and everyday wear and tear.

ANTI-STATIC
ALTITUDE floors provide complete protection against 
unpleasant shocks. The Anti-Static is built-in and 
guaranteed for the life of the floor. In addition, these 
floors do not attract dust and dirt in the conventional 
way and are therefore incredibly easy to keep clean. 

1CLIC 2GO PURE
ALTITUDE floors are installed in no time at all with the 
1clic 2go pure installation system, which provides a 
friction-locked connection and does not require any 
plastic seams.

AC RATING / UTILIZATION CLASS 
AC5 – Class 23/33 (EN 13329) 
ALTITUDE floors can withstand even more: with 
 utilization class 33 and abrasion class AC5, they are 
suitable for all living and commercial areas with inten-
sive use.



5948 Renaissance Oak

Planked, Authentic Embossed (HO)

8155 Appalachian Hickory

Planked, Authentic Embossed (VH)
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4 panels/box = 1.94 m²/box

AC5, Class 33, 2000 x 242 x 12 mm

5954 Hardy Oak

5953 Chantilly Oak

Planked, Authentic Embossed (HO)

K326 Sundance Oak

Planked, Authentic Embossed (RO)

5954 Hardy Oak

Planked, Authentic Embossed (HO)

K392 Atomic Oak

Planked, Authentic Embossed (RO)



01/22/01 The product information in this catalogue was current at the time of going to press. Because of our continuous product development policy, we reserve the right to change product 
specifications. Due to standard printing industry tolerances, the original decors may deviate from the illustrations in this catalogue.

Kronoflooring GmbH 
Mühlbacher Straße 1 · 01561 Lampertswalde · Germany

Tel: +49 3522 33-30 · Fax: +49 3522 33-399

Get more out of your ALTITUDE 
collection – using optimally matched 
accessories. Whether you are looking 
for the right underlay, baseboards, 
end pieces, corners and profiles for 
a harmonious finish, practical tools or 
the right cleaning agent – discover the 
full range in our accessories catalog.


